
We're all approaching the fork in the road by Gary Bate

I woke up this morning with the understanding that we're all coming to a fork in the road and we 
have the choice about our future. It will be the most important choice we will ever make.

We can anchor down and retreat into fear and comply with the World Death Organisation or we can 
take our chance (en masse), choose love and give the WDO the middle finger.

We know what they're going to do – create another problem (take down a few 1000 of us with their 
energy weapons), induce the FEAR reacton with their media and their government stooges; then the 
WDO will step in with their 'vaccines' that will contain the bio-weapons. It's not rocket science.

We have to be brave as we have to stick together. The vaccinated will shed so they will become the 
bigger problem. Our defence? Get zinc inside our cells (Quercetin + Zinc picolinate). Knowledge is 
power and we can't rise to a higher conscious World without it. Please get prepared now...

In order to induce fear into us, they will throw the kitchen sink at us. We mustn't buckle to their lies.
Please forward this to give everyone a fighting chance...

This World is just like that TV programme The Traitors. Please don't trust the bastards. They have 
been killing us slowly for eons, but now their patience is thin and they must crank things up before 
too many of us wake up. The next one will have a kill rate of over 50% (that's what they'll tell us).

You can't create another person's reality; you can only create your own. The best you can do is be a 
shining example for them by standing up for yourself and doing the right thing.

We're coming up to that fork in the road. To the left it says, ' do as your told and comply' (otherwise 
our 'virus' will get you). To the right it says, choose LOVE (LIFE) and stand up for yourself in the 
face of tyranny. The value of your life is much greater than any amount of money.

If enough of us say NO the house of cards will tumble. A New Earth will emerge from the old ruins.

Please join me in this daily focus:

I WANT TO LIVE IN A WORLD WHERE WAR HAS NO MEANING

I WANT TO LIVE WHERE CHILDREN ARE SAFE AND FREE TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES

I WANT TO LIVE WHERE NATURE IS RESPECTED AND TRUTH IS REVERED

Quantum physics tells us that we get what we focus upon. We can anchor down in fear or rise up!

They want to kill most of us and transform the rest of us (Transhumanism), so Humanity's 
extinction is on the horizon (the left fork in the road). It really is up to us as to how this plays out...

Our galactic brothers and sisters are 'watching' events and waiting to see what decision we make. If 
we make the right decision, we will be welcomed into their galactic community. No matter the level 
of atrocity they witness here; they will not interfere because they know that our departing souls are 
reincarnated and our decisions are what define us. Be brave. Be wise.

Your first step towards a brighter future is to forward this because we're all going to need to be on 
the same page to have the affect of stopping the deceivers in their tracks ~ Gary Bate Whatstress.


